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In this article we present results for tensor graviton modes (in seven dimensions and greater, n  3) for
gray-body factors of Kerr–de Sitter black holes and for Hawking radiation from simply rotating (nþ 4)-
dimensional Kerr black holes. Although there is some subtlety with defining the Hawking temperature of a
Kerr–de Sitter black hole, we present some preliminary results for emissions assuming the standard
Hawking normalization and a Bousso-Hawking-like normalization.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The reduction of the graviton perturbation equations into
master variable equations for higher-dimensional black
holes has been one of the great challenges in recent years,
for example, see the review in Ref. [1]. In the case of
spherically symmetric static spacetimes, master equations
for the scalar, vector, and tensor decompositions of the
metric perturbations have, however, been achieved [2]. The
method based upon the gauge invariant formalism, devel-
oped in Ref. [3] has also allowed for the separation of the
tensor mode decomposition of simply rotating Myers-
Perry-(anti)–de Sitter (AdS) black holes [1,4], which has
recently been used for a stability analysis of Kerr-AdS
black holes [5,6].
The interest in Hawking radiation has stemmed from the
idea that mini-TeV black holes might be created at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) or in cosmic ray showers in
the upper atmosphere of the Earth [7–9]. A likely signal
would be the Hawking emission of particles from such TeV
black holes as simulated by the BlackMax event generator
[10], where only the known gray-body factors at that time
were included. With that aim in mind a numerous amount
of research has investigated Hawking radiation from brane,
bulk, and tense-brane black holes; for a recent review see
Ref. [11] and references therein. One of the most important
issues is that of bulk graviton emissions [12–15], as the
hypothesis that black holes mainly radiate on the brane
[16] needs to be verified [17]. For Schwarzschild [14],
Schwarzschild–de Sitter (SdS) [18], and Tense-
Schwarzschild [19] black holes, the consensus is that
emissions are brane dominated.
The same question should be addressed for rotating
black holes, and some progress in this direction has been
made for special cases where the maximal number of
rotation parameters are equal (that is, degenerate)
[20,21]. However, for the case of simply rotating (single
rotation plane) Myers-Perry-(A)dS black holes, nothing
has yet been said. As we mentioned, only tensor modes
are currently possible, which is the purpose of this article.
Even for spin-0 fields there appears to be no work on gray-
body factors in Kerr-(A)dS spacetimes; for example, see
Ref. [22] for simply rotating Kerr black holes in
(nþ 4) dimensions and Ref. [23] for the tense-brane vari-
ant [for the Schwarzschild-(A)dS case, see Ref. [24]].
In general there are N ¼ ½ðnþ 3Þ=2 rotation parame-
ters for higher-dimensional Kerr-(A)dS black holes [25]
and work for multiple rotation parameters is in progress
(also see Ref. [26]); however, a simple separation into a
four-dimensional base space and line element for the unit
n sphere appears difficult to obtain (although see
Ref. [27]). Thus, in this work we shall focus on a simply
rotating black hole in (nþ 4)-dimensional Kerr–de Sitter
spacetime, which was first derived rigorously in Ref. [25];
also see Ref. [28]. Because of problems with the definition
of a vacuum state for a black hole in a box [29], we shall
not consider the Kerr-AdS case here. We should also
mention that much of the analysis here will only apply
once stability of Kerr-dS black holes has been verified
using quasinormal mode (QNM) analysis.
The setup of the paper is as follows. In the next section
we give the background field equations and discuss the
separation of the tensor graviton wave equation. In Sec. III
we discuss how to evaluate the eigenvalue for the angular
separation constant on a Kerr-dS spacetime. In Sec. IV
results for the gray-body factors calculated via a numerical
matching method are presented, with results on superra-
diance given in Sec. V. In Sec. VI some issues relating to
the definition of surface gravity in asymptotically de Sitter
spacetimes are discussed. In Sec. VII results for the energy
and angular emission rates are presented, while in the last
section we close the article with conclusions.
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II. KERR-(A)DS BACKGROUND
The metric for the (nþ 4)-dimensional (A)dS-Kerr
black hole for the simply rotating case [25], when written
in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, is [5]
ds2 ¼ r
2

dt a
1þ a2 sin
2d

2
þ sin
2
2

adt r
2 þ a2
1þ a2 d

2 þ 
2
r
dr2
þ 
2

d2 þ r2cos2d2n; (1)
where for positive cosmological constant  we have
 ¼ 2ðnþ 2Þðnþ 3Þ (2)
[in the above we have set Newton’s (nþ 4)-dimensional
constant to unity]. d2n is the metric of the n-dimensional
unit sphere, and
r ¼ ðr2 þ a2Þð1 r2Þ  2M
rn1
;
 ¼ 1þ a2cos2; 2 ¼ r2 þ a2cos2:
(3)
The wave equation for the tensorial mode of the gravi-
tational perturbation for n  3 is equivalent to the wave
equation of a massless free scalar field [1,5], defined by
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp @ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp g@Þ ¼ 0; (4)
where the determinant is given by the product of the base
metric [5] and higher-dimensional spherical harmonics
[30]
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp ¼ j1þ a2j12 sin  rncosnY
n1
i¼1
sinii: (5)
The separation of the wave equation is implemented by
making the ansatz:
 ¼ ei!tim’RðrÞSjlmðÞYj;i1;i2;...;in1ðn1; Þ; (6)
where Yj;i1;i2;...;in1ðn1; Þ are the hyperspherical harmon-
ics on the n sphere with eigenvalues jðjþ n 1Þ. This
separation ansatz leads to a generalized hyperspheroidal
equation for the SjlmðÞ functions, given by
1
sincosn
@ðð1þ a2cos2Þ sincosn@SÞ
þ

Aljm m
2ð1þ a2Þ
sin2
 a
2!2sin2
1þ a2cos2
 jðjþ n 1Þ
cos2

S ¼ 0 (7)
and an equation for RðrÞ, the radial equation, which sat-
isfies
1
rn
@rðrnr@rRÞ þ

Aljm þ a
2m2
r

ð1þ a2Þð1 r2Þ
 2M
rn1

 4Mam!
rn1r
þ ðr
2 þ a2Þ2!2
r
 jðjþ n 1Þa
2
r2

R ¼ 0; (8)
where Aljm is the separation constant. These equations are
coupled via !, in contrast to the static case where the !2
term appears in the radial equation only. The restrictions on
m, j, and l [31] are
l > jþ jmj; l jþ jmj
2
2 f0; 1; 2; . . .g; (9)
with j ¼ 2; 3; . . . ; l and jmj ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; l j. The degen-
eracy for a traceless symmetric tensor on an n sphere [32]
is given by
DTj ¼
ðnþ1Þðn2ÞðjþnÞðj1Þð2jþn1Þðjþn3Þ!
2ðn1Þ!ðjþ1Þ! :
(10)
Equations (7) and (8) reduce to those for a free scalar field
on an asymptotically flat background (Kerr-AF), ! 0,
after an eigenvalue shift [22]. In Sec. III we numerically
solve for the angular eigenvalue in Eq. (7) using some of
the methods discussed in our recent work for angular
eigenvalues of Kerr-(A)dS black holes [33].
A. Horizons
For the simply rotating Kerr-dS black hole the metric is
stationary and independent of t and , and hence there are
two Killing vectors Kat ¼ ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ and Ka ¼ ð0; 1; 0; 0Þ
[coming from the base metric coordinates ðt; ; r; Þ].
Following the approach used in Ref. [25] the horizons
coincide with an orbit of the Killing vector field:
K ¼ t @@t þ ðrhÞ
@
@
; ðrÞ ¼ að1 r
2Þ
a2 þ r2 ;
(11)
where the surface gravity, , is related by
KaraKb ¼ Kb: (12)
Note that we have included the normalizations t,  for
each respective Killing vector [in Kerr-AF spacetimes
these normalizations can be chosen by choosing a Killing
field that goes to unit time and axial (m2=r2 ! 1) at
infinity]. For a vector satisfying the Killing condition we
can rewrite the above equation as [25,34]
1
2rbL2 ¼ Kb; (13)
where
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L2ðr; Þ  KaKa ¼ 2ðgtt þ 2hgt þ2hgÞ;
(14)
and we have set t ¼  ¼  (which ensures that the
angular velocity of the horizon, h, is independent of the
normalization). For example,
K2t ¼ 2gtt
¼  
2
ð1þ a2Þ22

ð1þ a2Þð1 r2Þ2  2M
rn1


;
(15)
with similar expressions for gt and g. Furthermore,
from the properties of the two Killing vectors it is also
possible to derive the constraint (see Ref. [35])
ðKt  KÞ2  K2t K2 ¼ 2g2t  2gttg
¼ 
2r
1þ a2 sin
2 ¼ 0; (16)
which implies the location of the horizons: r ¼ 0. For
dimensions n  3 this always has two positive roots if  >
0 and hence we can parametrize the black hole mass,M, in
terms of the horizon radius rh:
2M ¼ rn1h ðr2h þ a2Þð1 r2hÞ: (17)
B. WKBJ form
The radial equation (8) can be put into WKBJ form by
defining the transform:
RðrÞ ¼ rn=2ðr2 þ a2Þ1=2ðrÞ; (18)
and tortoise coordinates [5]:
dy ¼ r
2 þ a2
r
dr; (19)
where
r
r2 þ a2 ¼ 1
2M
ðr2 þ a2Þrn1 
2
ðnþ 2Þðnþ 3Þ r
2: (20)
After defining the dimensionless variables: x ¼ r=rh,
!? ¼ !rh, y? ¼ y=rh, ? ¼ =r2h, a? ¼ a=rh, ? ¼
r2h, and? ¼ r2h, the radial equation takes the form [5]:
d2
dy2?
þQðxÞ ¼ 0; (21)
where
QðxÞ ¼

!?  a?mð1þ a
2
?Þð1 ?Þ
ðx2 þ a2?Þ2xn1

2
 ?ðxÞðx2 þ a2?Þ2
UðxÞ

; (22)
with
?ðxÞ ¼ ðx2 þ a2?Þð1 2?x2Þ  x1nð1þ a2?Þð1 ?Þ;
(23)
and
UðxÞ ¼ Aljm  a
2
?m
2
ðx2 þ a2?Þ2

ðx2 þ a2?Þð1þ ?a2?Þ
þ ð1þ a
2
?Þð1 ?Þ
xn1

þ nðnþ 2Þ
4
ð1 ?a2?Þ
 ðnþ 2Þðnþ 4Þ
4
?x
2  ?a2? þ

jþ n
2



jþ n
2
 1

a2?
x2
þ a
2
?ð1þ ?a2?Þ
x2 þ a2?
þ ððnþ 2Þx
2 þ na2?Þ2  8a2?x2
4ðx2 þ a2?Þ2
ð1þ a2?Þð1 ?Þ
xn1
:
(24)
Since ! 0 at the horizons this form of the radial equa-
tion will be useful in determining the near-horizon (NH)
and far-field (FF) solutions in Sec. IV.
III. SPHEROIDAL EIGENVALUES
It was found that the continued fraction method (CFM)
was the fastest way to generate the eigenvalues in this case;
see Ref. [33] for other approaches. To do this we rewrite
Eq. (7) in terms of the variable x ¼ cosð2Þ, c ¼ a!, and
~	 ¼ a2 [5]:
ð1x2Þð2þ ~	ð1þxÞÞS00ðxÞþ

n1ðnþ3Þxþ ~	
2
ð1þxÞ
ðnþ1ðnþ5ÞxÞ

S0ðxÞþ

Akjm
2
þ c
2ðx1Þ
2ð2þ ~	ð1þxÞÞ
þm
2ð1þ ~	Þ
x1 
jðjþn1Þ
xþ1

SðxÞ¼0; (25)
and define x ¼ 2z 1, with the mode functions scaled by
the characteristic exponents:
QðxÞ ¼ 2ðjmj=2Þðz 1Þðjmj=2Þð2zÞj=2

zþ 1
~	
ic=2 ﬃﬃﬃ~	p
yðzÞ:
(26)
The angular mode equation can be written in the Heun
form [36,37]:

d2
dz2
þ


z
þ 

z1þ

zþ 1~	

d
dz
þ 	zq
zðz1Þðzþ 1~	Þ

yðzÞ¼ 0;
(27)
where (note that 	 should not to be confused with ~	)
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	 ¼ 1
2

jþ jmj  i cﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~	
p

;
 ¼ 1
2

jþ jmj þ nþ 3 i cﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~	
p

;
(28)
¼ 1
2
ð2jþ nþ 1Þ; 
¼ 1þ jmj; ¼ 1 i cﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~	
p ;
(29)
and
q ¼ m
2
4
þ 1
4

j i cﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~	
p

jþ nþ 1 i cﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~	
p

 1
4~	
½ðjþ jmjÞðjþ jmj þ nþ 1Þ  Akjm; (30)
with the constraint
	þ þ 1 ¼ þ 
þ : (31)
Note that these results are identical to the Kerr-AdS case
considered by Kodama et al. [5] by choosing ~	 ¼ a2=R2
with c ¼ a!.
Since a three-term recurrence relation is guaranteed for
any solution to Heun’s differential equation [36,37], we
can write
	pcpþ1 þ pcp þ pcp1 ¼ 0; (32)
where for the Kerr-(A)dS case:
	p ¼ ðpþ 1Þðpþ r 	þ 1Þðpþ r þ 1Þðpþ 
Þð2pþ rþ 2Þð2pþ rþ 1Þ ; (33)
p ¼ pðpþ rÞð 
Þ þ ½pðpþ rÞ þ 	½2pðpþ rÞ þ ðr 1Þð2pþ rþ 1Þð2pþ r 1Þ 
1
	
pðpþ rÞ  q; (34)
p ¼ ðpþ 	 1Þðpþ  1Þðpþ  1Þðpþ r 1Þð2pþ r 2Þð2pþ r 1Þ ; (35)
with
r ¼ jþ jmj þ nþ 1
2
: (36)
Note that from the c! 0 limit we find that 2k ¼ ‘ ðjþ
jmjÞ must be equal to an integer [33]. Once a 3-term
recurrence relation is obtained the eigenvalue Akjm can
be found (for a given !) by solving a continued fraction
of the form [31,38]:
0  	011
	12
2
	23
3    ¼ 0: (37)
It may be worth mentioning that in order to find the
eigenvalues in the flat case, we could not simply take the
limit ! 0 [using the asymptotic iteration method this
limit is possible [33]]. The CFM for the flat case was
instead implemented using the input parameters described
in Ref. [31]. In Fig. 1 we have plotted the eigenvalues for
several choices of the cosmological constant.
IV. KERR-DS GRAY-BODY FACTORS
A. Black hole horizon limit
In the near horizon limit, x! 1, the radial solution 
has the following form (for IN modes [5,30]):
NH ¼ AðHÞin ei ~!?x? þ AðHÞout ei ~!?x? ; (38)
where
~!? ¼ !? m?; ? ¼ a?ð1 ?Þð1þ a2?Þ
: (39)
Imposing that there are no outgoing modes at the black
hole horizon implies the following boundary value prob-
lem for INmodes: AðHÞout ¼ 0, where without loss of general-
ity we choose the normalization of AðHÞin such that we have
the following initial value problem (IVP):
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
12
14
16
18
20
A 2
20
3
0
1
1
FIG. 1 (color online). A typical eigenvalue plot for
ðl; j; m; nÞ ¼ ð2; 2; 0; 3Þ, a ¼ 1:2 comparing the asymptotically
flat ( ¼ 0), de Sitter ( ¼ 1), and anti–de Sitter ( ¼ 1)
eigenvalues, respectively.
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NHðx0Þ ¼ 1; 0NHðx0Þ ¼ i ~!?
x20 þ a2?
?ðx0Þ ; (40)
where x0 ¼ 1þ  with 	 105. The gray-body factor
can be determined numerically by integrating the
Schro¨dinger equation (21) with the above horizon IVP
matched onto the appropriate far-field form, see below.
B. Far-field and cosmological horizon limit
First consider the Kerr-AF case. The solutions have a FF
form at spatial infinity, where x? ! x (for x! 1):
FF 
 xðnþ1Þ=2ðAð1Þin ei!?x þ Að1Þout ei!?xÞ: (41)
The NH solution can then be matched onto the FF equation
(41) [39], where the reflection coefficient is then defined as
the ratio jRljmj2 ¼ jAð1Þout j2=jAð1Þin j2, and the relationship
between the absorption and reflection coefficient is
jAljmnj2 ¼ 1 jRljmnj2 ¼ 1

Að1Þout
Að1Þin

2
: (42)
Some typical examples of the absorption probability as a
function of!? ( ¼ !r2h) in the asymptotically flat limit are
shown in the top two panels of Fig. 2.
As opposed to the Kerr-AF case, the Kerr–de Sitter case
is a little more subtle [40]. In this case we should instead
assume the form of both ingoing and outgoing waves at the
cosmological horizon:
c 
 AðcÞin ei!?y? þ AðcÞoutei!?y? ; (43)
with the tortoise coordinate given in Eq. (19) in dimen-
sionless variables and with no tilde on the omega. The
above expression works well for the case of a small cos-
mological constant ?a
2
?  1 (that is where rc  rh),
where
jAljmnj2 ¼ 1 jRljmnj2 ¼ 1

AðcÞout
AðcÞin

2
: (44)
Note for the choices of parameters presented in this paper
we found that a coordinate transformation along the lines
of that done in the Schwarzchild–de Sitter case in
Ref. [40], which moves the cosmological horizon essen-
tially to infinity, was not required. Results for the Kerr-dS
case are given in the bottom two panels of Fig. 2, where we
see that a larger cosmological constant has a similar effect
to increasing the rotation, a, or lowering the dimension-
ality, n; that is, larger  leads to lower energies at which
there is full transmission of scattered waves.
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0.0
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0.4
0.0
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1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0
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FIG. 2 (color online). Various plots of absorption probabilities in the asymptotically flat case, where unless stated all plots are for
n ¼ 3. Note that on the scale of these plots superradiance is too small to discern.
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V. SUPERRADIANCE
Employing the constancy of the Wronskian [41,42],
1d2=dy2d1=dy, which is valid for any solution
 and its complex conjugate  (for real eigenvalues),
allows one to find the following relation:
1

Að1Þout
Að1Þin

2¼ ~!
!

AðHÞin
Að1Þin

2
: (45)
As is well known, solutions with charge or rotation
undergo superradiance [41], where the condition for super-
radiance to occur is
~!
!
¼ !m
!
¼ 1ma?ð1 ?Þ
!?ð1þ a2?Þ
< 0: (46)
In this case the absorption probability becomes negative, as
can be seen from Eq. (45). Some plots of the superradiance
regime are shown for both the asymptotically flat and
de Sitter cases in Fig. 3. Note though that from the 1
 factor in Eq. (46) the possible size of  is limited.
An interesting feature of black holes in Kerr-dS space-
times is that the superradiance effect is enhanced by the
strength of the cosmological constant, and this can be seen
from Fig. 4.
VI. SURFACE GRAVITY NORMALIZATION
Before progressing further, there are some subtle issues
concerning the correct normalization of the Hawking tem-
perature in the emission formula for asymptotically
de Sitter spacetimes [40,43], where the definition of the
surface gravity requires an extra normalization. This
Bousso-Hawking temperature corresponds to the surface
gravity as measured by an observer where the black hole
attraction and cosmological expansion cancels out; how-
ever, whether or not one should use this formula requires
some careful consideration, see Refs. [18,44] and referen-
ces therein. Indeed for the Kerr-dS case the generalization
of the Bousso-Hawking temperature appears to depend on
the latitude angle .
From Eqs. (13) and (14) it is straightforward to show that
2h;c ¼ limr!rh;c
2ðraLÞðraLÞ; (47)
where for the Kerr-AF case the normalization is chosen
such that 2t K
a
t Ka;t ¼ 1 or 2 ¼ 1. However, it is im-
portant to note that for the Schwarzschild-dS case it is
usually argued [40,43] that we cannot assume that K2 ¼
1 (or  ¼ 1) at spatial infinity (r! 1), because of the
cosmological horizon at rc. Instead we should find the
radius rg, for which the orbit of the Killing vector coin-
cides with a geodesic going through rg at constant angular
 variables (where the cosmological expansion and black
hole attraction balances out).
As we mentioned earlier, for the Kerr-dS case it appears
that the value of rg depends on the latitude angle  and
suggests that the standard Hawking emission formula (in-
tegrated over angular variables) would have to be recon-
sidered. Interestingly, for the case of a higher-dimensional
simply rotating black hole (created on the brane) the
latitude angle would be  ¼ =2 and so there appears to
be no ambiguity with the choice of . However, to avoid
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FIG. 3 (color online). Absorption probability plots in the superradiance regime for the asymptotically flat case (a) and for the
de Sitter case (b) with cosmological constant (r2h ¼ 0:1).
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FIG. 4 (color online). Superradiance plots for various choices
of the cosmological constant (r2h), for the rotations a? ¼ 0:8
(blue, upper right quadrant), and a? ¼ 1:5 (red, lower right
quadrant).
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these subtleties we will make some simplifying assump-
tions, which lead to a form very similar to the Bousso-
Hawking normalization, for the Schwarschild-dS case.
In the case where a & 1, the line element in Eq. (1) can
be approximated by something that looks like the standard
Schwarzschild-dS metric:
ds2 
 hðr; ; aÞdt2 þ 1
hðr; ; aÞdr
2 þ r2dnþ2; (48)
except where h is a function of  and a:
hðr; ; aÞ  r
2
¼ 1 2Mðr2 þ a2cos2Þrn1 
2r2
ðnþ 2Þðnþ 3Þ
 r
2 þ a2
ðr2 þ a2cos2Þ ¼ 0: (49)
In the case of small rotations and 	 =2 the form of
hðr; ; aÞ simplifies to
hðr; aÞ 
 1 2M
rnþ1
 2r
2
ðnþ 2Þðnþ 3Þ

1þ a
2
r2

¼ 0;
(50)
where we shall assume that the horizon, rh, can still be
expressed in terms of the Kerr-dS mass, as in Eq. (17):
2M ¼ rn1h ðr2h þ a2Þð1 r2hÞ. Following the Bousso-
Hawking argument [40,43] the actual Hawking tempera-
ture will then become
Tbh ¼ Thﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hðrg; aÞ
q ¼ h
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hðrg; aÞ
q ; (51)
where rg is the solution of h
0ðr; aÞ ¼ 0. Quite interestingly
the solution of h0ðr; aÞ ¼ 0 is independent of a in this
approximation [solutions to hðr; aÞ ¼ 0 do depend on a]:
rg ¼

Mðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þðnþ 3Þ
2

1=ðnþ3Þ
: (52)
This can be seen from the fact that for a given rg the term
ð1þ a2=r2gÞ looks like a shifted cosmological constant,
~. In the next section we shall evaluate emissions for the
Hawking temperature, Th, and the Bousso-Hawking-like
one, Tbh.
VII. ENERGYAND ANGULAR EMISSION RATES
Following Ref. [30] the quantization of the mode func-
tions used in the stress energy tensor with appropriate
choice of UP and IN modes, after integrating over the
angular variables, using the standard normalizations, leads
to
d2E
dtd!
¼ 1
2
X
j;l;m
!
exp½ ~!Th  1
DTj ð1 jRljmj2Þ (53)
and
d2J
dtd!
¼ 1
2
X
j;l;m
m
exp½ ~!Th  1
DTj ð1 jRljmj2Þ; (54)
where the Hawking temperature is related to the surface
gravity by [22]
Th ¼ h2 : (55)
Note that as well as the Hawking temperature, Th, there is
also a Bousso-Hawking-like temperature, Tbh, which
might be the more appropriate choice for the Kerr-dS
case. Following arguments similar to Ref. [22], it is pos-
sible to show that as a! 0, the Schwarzschild emission
formulas for tensor modes are reproduced.
By direct comparison with Eq. (47) the surface gravity,
h, at the horizon, for a simply rotating Kerr-dS black hole
can be expressed in the simpler notation [28,45]:
h ¼ lim
r!rh;c

r
2ðr2h þ a2Þðr rhÞ

¼

0rðrhÞ
2ðr2h þ a2Þ

: (56)
This implies that for the Kerr-dS case we have
h ¼ ððn 1Þ  ðnþ 1Þ?Þa
2
? þ ðnþ 1Þ  ðnþ 3Þ?
2rhð1þ a2?Þ
:
(57)
A useful check is that the asymptotically flat limit, ?a
2
? !
0, agrees with the Myers and Perry result [22,30,45]:
h ¼ ðnþ 1Þ þ ðn 1Þa
2
?
2rhð1þ a2?Þ
; (58)
and that it agrees with the higher-dimensional SdS limit,
a! 0, [40]:
h ¼ ðnþ 1Þ  ðnþ 3Þr
2
h
2rh
: (59)
For the Kerr-AF case, which is the main focus of this
work, some of the results can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6. The
results are consistent with those of other works [30], where
they considered the bulk emission of scalar spin-0 fields on
the Kerr-AF background. First of all, we see that both the
bulk emission and angular momentum increases with in-
creasing dimension. Second of all, the bulk emission de-
creases with increasing a, although for a given value of a,
we expect the energy to start increasing. For bulk angular
momentum, increasing a leads to larger values as can be
seen. Note that as was discussed in Refs. [39,46] the value
of a is bounded (from estimates arising from brane local-
ized accelerator collisions). As such, we have not gone
higher than a ¼ 1:5 in our simulations.
An important difference is that because the modes start
from j ¼ 2; 3; 4; . . . , the spectrum is shifted to the right
(larger j corresponds to larger scattering energies !). For
spin-0 fields the sums start from j ¼ 0, which implies
lower energy emissions. The lack of j ¼ 0, 1 modes has
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FIG. 5 (color online). Energy and angular momentum emissions in asymptotically flat space ( ¼ 0) for different dimensions nþ 4
with a=rh ¼ 0:8.
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FIG. 6 (color online). Energy and angular momentum emissions in asymptotically flat space ( ¼ 0) for different dimensions nþ 4
with a=rh ¼ 1:5.
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another effect, which can be seen from Fig. 7. The different
mode contributions are shown here and are similar to the
cases for scalar fields on Kerr-AF [30] and for the tense-
brane variant [23]. However, in general, the actual energy
and angular momentum emissions are very much smaller
and this stems from the fact that j ¼ 0, 1 lead to large
emissions. We will comment on the Kerr-dS results in the
concluding remarks.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this study the Hawking emission of the transverse
traceless tensor graviton modes in asymptotically flat
spacetime from higher-dimensional Myers-Perry black
holes, see Figs. 5 and 6, were presented for rotations a? ¼
0:8, 1.2, and a? ¼ 1:5, respectively. This is the first time
that the Hawking emission of these perturbations has been
calculated, as far as the authors are aware.
Perhaps the most interesting result from our investiga-
tion of the Kerr-dS case is the effect that the cosmological
constant has on enhancing superradiance as is seen clearly
in Fig. 4. A larger cosmological constant leads to more
superradiance and hence will cause the black hole to spin
down more quickly. Actually, this effect and the general
issue of Hawking radiation on Kerr-dS spacetime deserves
more attention, with the motivation being that emissions
from mini-TeV black holes in the early universe may have
some observable effect on cosmology.
Thus, in Fig. 8, we have also attempted to compare
graviton emission in Kerr–de Sitter space (for a? ¼ 0:8
and n ¼ 3) by working with two normalizations for the
surface gravity: the normal Hawking temperature (valid for
Kerr-AF) and a Bousso-Hawking-like temperature (valid
for SdS). As can been seen from these plots the larger the
cosmological constant the larger the amount of radiation
for the Bousso-Hawking case (in line with results found in
Refs. [18,40]), while the usual Hawking normalization
leads to small decreases. However, as discussed in
Refs. [18,44] the use of the Bousso-Hawking temperature
might lead to ill-defined black hole entropies. It would be
interesting to investigate in more detail the issue of the
correct normalization of the surface gravity for Kerr-dS
black holes.
We cannot truly comment on the issue of whether or not
black holes radiate mainly on the brane for simply rotating
Kerr-dS black holes until the full graviton emissions are
known (there are also the contributions from the scalar and
vector modes). However, as pointed out in Ref. [14], of the
degeneracy factors for each respective perturbation, scalar
(DSj ), vector (D
V
j ), and tensor (D
T
j ), the tensor modes start
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FIG. 8 (color online). Comparison of dS emission for Hawking and Bousso-Hawking-like temperatures for different values of r2h.
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to dominate as the number of dimensions increases. Thus
for n large we would expect the tensor mode emissions to
dominate.
Hopefully, within this decade, a separable set of master
equations for all the graviton perturbations will be ob-
tained. Despite not having this set of equations there is
still much work that remains to be done on the Kerr-(A)dS
backgrounds. Although brane dominated emission is the
standard consensus, if more realistic models of braneworld
black holes are considered, such as split fermion models,
which have other fields besides the graviton in the bulk, see
Ref. [47], then bulk emissions may dominate. Thus, it
would be interesting to examine the Hawking emission
of fermions on Kerr-dS backgrounds, along the lines pre-
sented in this paper, as a generalization of previous works
for bulk fermion perturbations on Schwarzchild [47] and
tense-brane [48] metrics.
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